
 

Question 18-40 

 

 

 Are you able to confirm if Exhibit IV and the Affidavit of Exception need to be signed and sent 

back with our bid, or are those forms to be completed by the successful bidder? We request they 

are signed and sent back with the bid documents.  

 

 Can you provide the expectation of the performance bond? Will we need to submit the bond with 

our submission? Or do we just need to confirm we are willing to submit the bond if we are the 

successful bidder? We would like to see documentation that you are able to retrieve the bond, 

therefore you should submit with your proposal. 

 

 Have any addendums been released for the RFP? Not at this time, we will submit this form as an 

addendum I. 

 Could you provide a list of potential API’s is with which you integrate? We currently do have a 

list for API’s? 
 Active Directory 

 One Roster 

 Could you describe the "Agenda Management" scope item in more detail? 

 Facilities scheduling and management within a school or across the district 

 Booking Meetings/Facilities/Rooms within a school, etc. 

 What sort of "Payments" system are you looking for?  What items are purchased, and is this integrated 

throughout the site, or single check out? 

 Examples would be : Paying for field trips, book fines, etc. 

 If available, it would need to be customizable at the school level  

 How many languages will there be? English and Spanish 

 Could you describe the nature of the GIS integration? 

 The purpose of the integration would be for the application to receive data updates from 

One Roster and/or Active Directory. With teachers moving schools, moving between 

grade levels within a school, leaving the district and new teachers being added, this 

should be an integrated, seamless process. 

In the responsive bidder criteria, "documented licensed as required" is mentioned, as well as "applicable bond 

information".  Could you explain what these mean? We want to see appropriate business license, as well as bid bond 

as requested.  

 

Is there a desired budget for this project?  While we have tools built to hash out a feature level estimate, it always 

helps to know if there is an upper bound to be aware of, or, in some cases to provide a pricing menu of options (up 

to) for areas that are a bit more grey. We do not provide “Budget” information. 

 

Is there a desired timeline for this project?  Do you have any idea when you'd like the project to start, or, are there 

any hard deadlines for launch? We would like to see something  

 Are you learning towards any specific CMS?  What drew me to your RFP is that the scope aligns very well 

with our platform of choice, WordPress.  We've done this exact project before. 

Thank you in advance for any clarification you may be able to provide during our qualification process. 

 



 

1. Municipal Website Design Experience - Do we have to have to have Municipal Website Design 
Experience to demonstrate ability to satisfy this bid? Yes, I would say you will need to have 
some experience.  

2. Multiple Site Hosting – what will be purpose of this optional feature? What other type of sites 
are possibly expected to be hosted. This is something that BCSD has elected to review and score 

3. Option Items – Do the RFP Bid include optional items in the final quote or are optional items 
quoted later if requested later? If you want to offer optional items you have to list it within your 
response. 

 
Whether companies from Outside USA can apply for this?  - No 

         (like,from India or Canada) 
 
2. Whether we need to come over there for meetings? _YES it is Mandatory 
 
3. Can we perform the tasks (related to RFP) outside USA? - NO 
        (like, from India or Canada) 
 
4. Can we submit the proposals via email? - NO 
 
 


